THE ABA WAY

The ABA community lives its mission and exemplifies its values on a day-to-day basis to fulfill its vision. The ABA Way thrives through its active local and global citizenship, creating a collective responsibility to maintain a positive climate of mutual respect, fostering trust, and celebrating differences. Our diversity is our collective strength, and we strive to safeguard, value and nurture each member of our community.

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

The IB Learner Profile articulates the characteristics for learners to develop as global citizens. At ABA, global citizens have an understanding of themselves and the world around them. They are curious to understand and learn from different cultures; and make a difference for the betterment of all.

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP AND INTERCULTURAL LEARNING AT ABA

At ABA we believe in fostering kindness, ethical decision making, respect for diverse perspectives, and diplomacy through authentic and experiential learning. ABA empowers our community to become global citizens who take action to make the world a more peaceful, socially just, and sustainable place for all.